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ABSTRACT
We examine simulations of isolated galaxies to analyse the effects of localized feedback on
the formation and evolution of molecular clouds. Feedback contributes to turbulence and the
destruction of clouds, leading to a population of clouds that is younger, less massive, and with
more retrograde rotation. We investigate the evolution of clouds as they interact with each
other and the diffuse interstellar medium, and determine that the role of cloud interactions
differs strongly with the presence of feedback: in models without feedback, scattering events
dramatically increase the retrograde fraction, but in models with feedback, mergers between
clouds may slightly increase the prograde fraction. We also produce an estimate of the viscous
time-scale due to cloud–cloud collisions, which increases with increasing strength of feedback
(tν ∼ 20 Gyr versus tν ∼ 10 Gyr), but is still much smaller than previous estimates (tν ∼
1000 Gyr); although collisions become more frequent with feedback, less energy is lost in
each collision than in the models without feedback.

Key words: hydrodynamics – ISM: clouds – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Giant molecular clouds (GMCs) are a fundamental component of
galactic structure, making an important contribution to the inter-
stellar medium (ISM), and having a dominant role in hosting star
formation. Mergers between GMCs may also act as an effective vis-
cosity that is weak but not negligible (Williamson & Thacker 2012,
hereafter WT12). The mergers that generate this viscosity also con-
tribute to the evolution of the internal structure of the simulated
GMCs, including the orientation of the GMCs’ spins. The precise
impact of feedback on the GMC population is also an unresolved
question. It is thus important to perform galaxy-scale simulations to
properly understand the impact of feedback and cloud–cloud inter-
actions on the GMC population, as well as the impact of the GMC
population on galactic evolution.

Increasing computing power has permitted galaxy-scale hy-
drodynamic simulations with sufficient resolution and simulation
time to resolve molecular cloud evolution (Dobbs 2008; Dobbs &
Bonnell 2008; Robertson & Kravtsov 2008; Agertz et al. 2009;
Tasker & Tan 2009; Dobbs, Burkert & Pringle 2011a,b; Tasker

� E-mail: david-john.williamson.1@ulaval.ca

2011; Dobbs, Pringle & Burkert 2012; Benincasa et al. 2013; Dobbs
& Pringle 2013; Dobbs, Pringle & Naylor 2014). These models typ-
ically consist of a smooth exponential disc of gas which fragments
into clouds as the system evolves. In our previous paper (WT12), we
performed numerical simulations of this type and were able to deter-
mine the strength of effective viscosity resulting from cloud–cloud
collisions in these models. We found that the viscous time-scale is
of the order of tν ∼ 10 Gyr, much shorter than previous estimates of
tν ∼ 1000 Gyr (Bell 2002). The viscous time-scale in these simula-
tions is of the order of a Hubble time, but while this suggests that the
effective viscosity due to cloud–cloud collisions is not a dominant
effect, it is still considerably stronger than previously predicted.
The viscous time-scale may be even shorter at low resolutions, per-
haps having a significant effect on cosmological simulations that
insufficiently resolve the disc.

However, it has been noted that the properties and evolution
of molecular clouds depend strongly on the choice of numerical
models and parameters, such as the model for the stellar potential
(Dobbs et al. 2012), the strength, nature, and presence of stellar
feedback (Dobbs et al. 2011a, 2012; Tasker 2011), softening length,
and temperature floor (WT12). Our previous numerical simulations
(WT12) were performed in the absence of feedback, but feedback is
known to have a significant effect on the properties and evolution of
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clouds. This will likely have an effect on the effective viscosity from
cloud collisions, as the details of cloud interactions will depend on
cloud sub-structure, and on the velocity distribution, which will be
directly affected by energy input from feedback.

Stellar feedback is traditionally performed by adding thermal or
kinetic energy into regions that pass certain criteria for star for-
mation (as discussed in numerous places; e.g. Thacker & Couch-
man 2000; Stinson et al. 2006; Ceverino & Klypin 2009; Chris-
tensen et al. 2010), and simultaneously transferring some mass
from the gaseous component of the simulation into the collisionless
stellar component. Sub-grid models have also been produced that
model feedback with effective equations of state (e.g. Springel &
Hernquist 2003). These methods typically assume that star forma-
tion is not well resolved in time or space, and so it is possible (and
indeed necessary) to make use of simplified models that represent
the large-scale average effects of feedback – e.g. the input of ther-
mal or kinetic energy – without accounting for the particular details
of the star formation and feedback processes. For instance, it is not
possible to directly capture the photoheating of H II regions by O/B
associations if the spatial resolution is insufficient to resolve H II re-
gions and the numerical time-step is larger than the typical lifetimes
of O/B stars, and hence such small-scale effects must be included as
sub-grid models, if included at all. In this work, we use the feedback
method of Thacker & Couchman (2000), which assumes that feed-
back is dominated by supernovae, large stars produce supernovae
immediately, and each star particle contains the entire stellar initial
mass function. We note that these assumptions are not necessary
when applied to simulations with resolutions sufficient to resolve
individual molecular clouds, and that more sophisticated methods
(e.g. Rahimi & Kawata 2012; Hopkins et al. 2013) could improve
the accuracy of our simulated galaxy and its molecular clouds.

To further quantify the effects of feedback in simulated discs, we
examine the source of the angular momentum distribution of clouds.
Observations (Phillips 1999; Rosolowsky et al. 2003; Imara & Blitz
2011; Imara, Bigiel & Blitz 2011) have shown that 40–60 per cent of
molecular clouds spin retrograde with respect to Galactic rotation.
An unperturbed disc with a falling rotation curve should primarily
form prograde clouds, unless the clouds form in a contrived geom-
etry (Mestel 1966; Blitz 1993). Large-scale perturbations such as
spiral shocks (Chernin & Efremov 1995) may potentially drive the
production of retrograde clouds (or at least affect the cloud popula-
tion; Fujimoto et al. 2014), although previous simulations (Tasker
& Tan 2009; Dobbs et al. 2011b; Tasker 2011; Benincasa et al.
2013) that have produced retrograde clouds have successfully done
so without a galactic spiral. The fraction of retrograde clouds varies
greatly between these simulations, and so the source of the angular
momentum distribution has remained unclear.

Tasker & Tan (2009) performed simulations where the first clouds
that formed from the galaxy’s initially smooth density profile were
strongly prograde, with retrograde clouds forming at later time (t >

140 Myr) from overdense gas already disturbed by cloud interac-
tions – Benincasa et al. (2013) found that 18 per cent of clouds
were retrograde after 240 Myr. Dobbs (2008) similarly states that
retrograde clouds form as a result of clouds forming from an inho-
mogeneous ISM, stirred by cloud collisions and/or feedback, but
finds that ∼40 per cent of clouds are retrograde. There is a fur-
ther disagreement in whether retrograde fractions increase (Dobbs
et al. 2011b) or decrease (Tasker 2011) with increasing strength of
feedback.

In this work, we compare the properties of molecular clouds as a
function of angular momentum to resolve these discrepancies and
determine the prime drivers of the angular momentum distribution

and the effects of feedback. The structure of the paper is as follows.
In Section 2, we present our simulations, including codes used
and initial conditions. In Section 3, we summarize our analysis
techniques for identifying and tracking clouds, and for quantifying
the differences between the cloud populations. In Section 4, we
give the results of these analysis techniques, and comment on their
significance. In Section 5, we present our conclusions.

2 SI M U L AT I O N

We conduct new simulations of isolated galaxies that use identical
initial conditions to our lowest softening length Milky Way simu-
lation model in WT12 (named LowSoftMW), using the OpenMP
N-body AP3M (Couchman 1991) smoothed particle hydrodynam-
ics (SPH; Monaghan 1992) code HYDRA (Thacker & Couchman
2006). Our two new simulations differ from LowSoftMW in that
they include stellar feedback. We compare these two simulations
with LowSoftMW, which we refer to as the ‘no-feedback’ run.
These models consist of a stellar disc, stellar bulge, and dark matter
halo generated by GalactICs (Kuijken & Dubinski 1995; Widrow
& Dubinski 2005; Widrow, Pym & Dubinski 2008), with a gas disc
with the same initial scaleheight and scalelength as the stellar disc,
and an initial temperature of 104 K. These are moderate resolu-
tion models, with 4 × 105 gas particles, 5 × 105 stellar particles,
5 × 105 dark matter particles, and a softening length of 60 pc. The
disc scalelength is 2.81 kpc, truncated at 30 kpc by the complemen-
tary error function with a scalelength of 0.1 kpc. The scaleheight is
initially 0.36 kpc, and the total disc mass is 5.2 × 1010 M�, with
the gaseous disc making up 10 per cent of this. This results in a
gas mass resolution of 13 000 M� per particle. The halo mass is
7.3 × 1011 M�. These parameters are chosen to mimic the Milky
Way.

These simulations use an adaptive time-step, but in practice this
quickly reaches the same approximately constant value in all simu-
lations. This time-step is �T ≈ 43 kyr. Dumps of data are produced
every 20 time-steps, or approximately once every 900 kyr. This is
the time resolution for our tracking and analysis of clouds.

2.1 Star formation and feedback

As noted, we use the feedback method implemented in HYDRA by
Thacker & Couchman (2000) and also described in Wurster &
Thacker (2013). In this model, star formation occurs when

(i) gas is sufficiently cool and dense (nH > 103 cm−3, T <

3 × 104 K),
(ii) the flow is convergent (∇ · v < 0),
(iii) and the gas is partially self-gravitating (ρg > 0.4ρDM).

In practice, the threshold density of 103 cm−3 sets a ‘soft’ density
ceiling for the gas, as feedback prevents gas from collapsing to
greater densities. In our feedback runs, the majority of the gas mass
has densities of nH = 10−1–103 cm−3, with a low-density tail that
extends to nH = 10−4 cm−3.

A gas particle tracks its cumulative mass of stars formed calcu-
lated from a Lagrangian form of the Schmidt Law (Kennicutt 1998).
This is tracked as a ‘sub-grid’ mass of star formation until the gas
and stars are explicitly decoupled by the production of a star particle
(i.e. the sum of the internal stellar mass and internal gas mass of
a gas particle is equal to the particle’s kinematic mass). The star
formation proscription is explicitly given as

dM∗,SG

dt
= εSFRMg,SG

√
4πGρg, (1)

MNRAS 442, 3674–3685 (2014)
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where dM∗, SG/dt is the rate at which the particle’s sub-grid gas
mass is converted into sub-grid star mass, Mg, SG is the remaining
sub-grid gas mass, ρg is the SPH gas density of the gas particle,
and εSFR is the star formation efficiency. We select εSFR = 0.02,
consistent with the observed and simulated low efficiency of star
formation (Krumholz & Tan 2007).

Each gas particle produces up to two star particles. The first parti-
cle is produced when the cumulative sub-grid mass of star formation
within a gas particle reaches half of the gas particle’s initial mass.
Following the production of the first particle, a second particle is
produced when the particle’s stellar mass has reached 80 per cent
of the mass of the remaining gas particle. This circumvents an
issue where the cumulative star formation only asymptotically ap-
proaches the full mass of the remaining particle because the star
formation rate is proportional to the remaining gas mass. This ap-
proximation implies that in this second phase of a gas particle’s star
formation, the last 20 per cent of star formation is instantaneous.
While this method reduces the computational load, it also forces
the gas and stars to be dynamically coupled until the particle is
produced, which has a distinct impact on dynamical evolution as it
prevents stellar mass from leaving the star-forming region during
its early evolution.

In the same time-step that a gas particle produced a star particle,
feedback is also applied directly to all of the progenitor particle’s
neighbours following the SPH kernel. The feedback is applied as
ε∗ × 1051 erg of thermal energy per 100 M� of stars formed, where
ε∗ = 0.4 is a dimensionless parameter (as in Navarro & White
1993; Wurster & Thacker 2013). To prevent overcooling, each gas
particle that has recently been subject to feedback uses a reduced
‘effective density’ in the radiative cooling sub-routine, motivated
by the assumption of pressure equilibrium between the different
phases of the ISM. This effective density acts as a simple model
for the unresolved small-scale evolution within a gas particle, and
exponentially decays to the gas particle’s true density. Explicitly,
the radiative cooling equation becomes

ei → ei − n2
eff�(T ), (2)

where ei is the particle’s specific energy, �(T) is the cooling function
at this temperature and metallicity, and neff is the effective density.
The time-scale of this decay, t∗, is a free parameter, and effectively
sets the strength of feedback, with a larger t∗ producing stronger
feedback because the feedback energy persists in the ISM for a
longer period.

2.2 Simulations

We present three simulations. These simulations have identical ini-
tial conditions, but differ in feedback parameters. One simulation
was performed without feedback (LowSoftMW from WT12), one
simulation with ‘weak’ feedback (t∗ = 0.5 Myr), and one simulation
with ‘strong’ feedback (t∗ = 1 Myr). Both choices of t∗ are lower
than typically selected (e.g. Stinson et al. 2006), and it is likely that
feedback in the models presented here is weaker than in a realis-
tic environment. At the moderate resolution of 4 × 105 particles,
stronger feedback results in a disc that is too hot to fragment into
molecular clouds, and hence it is necessary to choose parameters
that result in feedback that is perhaps weaker than is realistic. As we
note below, this results in clouds that are more massive and more
strongly prograde than would result from more realistic parameters.

The no-feedback run has been previously presented as ‘Low-
SoftMW’ in WT12, and does not include star formation. Without
any form of feedback the star formation rate would likely become

Table 1. Summary of simulation parameters. The sim-
ulations only differ in the strength and presence of
feedback, and the presence of a dynamic temperature
floor.

Name t∗ (Myr) Dynamic temperature
floor

No feedback N/A Yes
Weak feedback 0.5 No
Strong feedback 1.0 No

extremely large, rapidly consuming large amounts of gas and pro-
ducing a large mass of star particles. In this work, we are chiefly
interested in the hydrodynamic effects of feedback on cloud struc-
ture, and producing a large mass of star particles would dramatically
alter the dynamics of the system, making it more difficult to disen-
tangle the effects of feedback.

Additionally, we only apply a dynamic temperature floor in the
simulation without feedback. Without feedback, nothing impedes
the cooling of dense gas, and the temperature of gas in molecular
clouds can only be controlled artificially. As most of the mass of
gas is in cold clouds, the temperature of the majority of the gas
will be controlled by the cooling floor, and so the results in the
no-feedback simulation will depend on the choice of temperature
floor. Here, we use a dynamic temperature floor of Robertson &
Kravtsov (2008) that ensures that the Jeans mass is well resolved.
In the two feedback runs, gas is heated in a self-consistent manner
by stellar feedback, and so it is not necessary to artificially impose
a dynamic temperature floor.

With these three models we can contrast the effects of including
and varying the strength of feedback. The differences between these
models are summarized in Table 1.

3 A NA LY SIS

We identified and tracked the clouds and determined the viscous
time-scale using the method described in WT12. The procedure in-
volves a modified friends-of-friends algorithm (Davis et al. 1985)
to identify clouds, and tracking particle IDs to follow clouds across
time-steps. This allows us to identify clouds that are merging or
separating. A ‘merger’ is identified when a cloud at one data dump
contains more than half the gas particles of each of two or more
clouds from the previous data dump. A ‘separation’ is identified
when at least half of the particles from each of two or more clouds
at one data dump were contained within a single cloud in the pre-
vious data dump. By identifying the change in the cloud’s orbital
kinetic energy across each merger or separation event, we can de-
termine the rate of energy loss, and hence the viscous time-scale
due to cloud–cloud collisions. As cloud mergers are often chaotic,
several merger and separation events may be identified before the
clouds completely merge, and so it is necessary to also track sep-
aration events so that cloud mergers are not overcounted. Indirect
interactions from the gravity of nearby clouds or large-scale tidal
torques are not captured by this method.

To quantify the differences in the evolution of the cloud systems
between runs, we define two quantities, fr, i(t′, t) and neff, i(t′, t).
These quantities track the evolution of particles from a particular
cloud (cloud i) at a chosen time (t′). These two quantities can be
measured for t < t′ to examine the history of the gas that formed
the cloud, as well as for t > t′ to examine the future of the gas that
currently comprises the cloud.

MNRAS 442, 3674–3685 (2014)
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fr, i(t′, t) is the fraction of a cloud i’s particles (defined at time t′)
that are also in any cloud at time t, i.e. 1 − fr, i is the fraction of
cloud i’s particles that are now in the diffuse ISM. The subscript ‘r’
stands for the fraction of cloud particles ‘remaining’ at that time.

neff, i(t′, t) is the ‘effective’ number of clouds that the particles
from cloud i at t′ are distributed amongst at time t, giving an effective
number of progenitor or child clouds for this cloud. If we take the
particles from cloud i at t′ and simply count the number of clouds at
time t that these particles are in, we find a number that is large and
rapidly varying in time. This is because a small number of particles
is weighted the same amount as a large number of particles. If, for
example, a single particle from a large cloud breaks off and joins
another cloud, directly counting the number of clouds the parent
cloud’s particles are distributed between would read as if the cloud
had split in two, which is not an entirely accurate description of this
undramatic event.

Instead, we define neff, i(t′, t) as neff, i(t′, t) = 1/(�j(Nij/Ni)2)
across all clouds j, where Nij is the number of particles from cloud
i at t = t′ that are in cloud j at time t, and Ni is the total number
of particles from cloud i at t = t′ that are in any cloud at time t.
This weights clouds with a greater fraction of the particles less than
clouds with a smaller fraction of the particles. To demonstrate some
examples, if cloud i is divided into n equal portions, then neff, i = n,
but if two clouds each contain 49 per cent of the original cloud’s
mass, and a third cloud contains the final 2 per cent, then neff, i ≈ 2.1,
as intended because here the cloud is primarily divided in two. This
prevents a small number of stray particles from being considered as
having produced a major merger or separation event.

Having established the methodology behind neff, i and fr, i, we
must also ensure that we use robust values based upon ensemble
statistics to define global properties that can be compared between
simulations. We thus take the arithmetic mean across all clouds i at
time t = t′ to produce a single neff and fr at each point in time for a
defined t′ for each simulation.

We also calculate the vertical velocity dispersion as a measure
of the turbulence in the disc. We choose the vertical velocity dis-
persion as it excludes the planar components that will have a large
contribution from the rotation of the clouds and the disc as a whole.
This is determined by calculating

σz =
∑

i miv
2
z,i∑

i m
(3)

across all N gas particles in the simulation. This quantity is not a
true particle–particle velocity dispersion, but can be thought of as a
measure of the specific energy associated with vertical motions. It is
not equivalent to the observed velocity dispersions, partially as our
weak feedback produces a low-velocity dispersion, but provides a
basis for comparison between simulated models.

Additionally, we estimate the recycling time-scale by defining

tcyc = −t

ln
(

1 − Mf

Mg

) , (4)

where Mf is the mass of gas particles that have never been in any
cloud, and Mg is the total mass of all gas particles. This definition
results from assuming that gas is accumulated on to clouds at a
constant rate, and that the mass fraction of newly accumulated gas
that has never been in a cloud before is Mf /Mg – i.e. the gas is well
mixed.

4 R ESULTS

4.1 General evolution

The discs evolved similarly to the Milky Way models such as Low-
SoftMW in WT12. The onset of cooling at the beginning of the
simulation causes the disc to flatten, and the gaseous disc then
becomes Toomre unstable, and fragments into a large number of
small clouds (Fig. 1). As the simulation evolves, these clouds orbit,
and collide with each other. Initially a large number of clouds are
produced, but this number decreases as clouds merge (Fig. 2). The
lack of a dynamic temperature floor causes the simulations without
feedback to form clouds slightly earlier, as star formation and feed-
back has not yet occurred (Fig. 2), and so there is no restraint to gas
cooling.

Without feedback, clouds are both dense and comparatively
strongly bound, and are hence not easily disrupted (as we show
in Section 4.4), and so the number of clouds decays more slowly
than in the simulations with feedback. The strong-feedback run
produces somewhat more numerous (and less massive) clouds than
the weak-feedback run, but it might be considered surprising that
the no-feedback cloud produces an even greater number of clouds.
However, it is clear in Fig. 3 that the nature of these clouds is very
distinct: in the no-feedback run, there is considerably more mass
in clouds than in both the weak- and strong-feedback models. With

Figure 1. Gas surface density at t = 500 Myr. Left: no feedback. Centre: weak feedback. Right: strong feedback.
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Figure 2. Left: evolution of the number of clouds in runs with and without feedback. Clouds are identified with an algorithm based on the friends-of-friends
method, and then counted. Right: star formation rate in runs with and without feedback. The initial peak in both the feedback runs coincides with the formation
of the first clouds. The second peak in the weak-feedback run results from the build-up of massive clouds that are not properly disrupted by weak feedback.
The no-feedback run has zero star formation.

Figure 3. Left: evolution of the mass of clouds as a fraction of the total mass of gas particles (i.e. Mc/Mg) in runs with and without feedback. In the
no-feedback model, clouds continually accrete material. With feedback, gas is recycled and less mass is retained within the cloud. The peak at ∼800 Myr in
the weak-feedback run results from the build-up of massive clouds that are not properly disrupted by weak feedback. Right: evolution of the ratio of gas mass
to stellar mass (Mg/M∗) in runs with and without feedback. Gas is depleted more rapidly with weak feedback likely because clouds are less disrupted. Gas is
not depleted in the no-feedback run.

feedback, the total mass in clouds decreases after the initial peak,
but in the no-feedback run, clouds are not easily disrupted and con-
tinue to accrete gas. The result is that the no-feedback run contains
a large number of massive clouds, as these clouds have very long
lifetimes.

Weak feedback is less efficient at disrupting dense star-forming
regions, allowing clouds to grow more numerous and more massive.
Indeed, a small number of clouds are produced that are too massive
to be disrupted by weak feedback. These clouds are massive and
have very high star formation rates (Fig. 4), resulting in a peak in
the cloud mass and star formation rates at t ≈ 700 Myr, until the
clouds eventually lose enough mass to dissipate. This agrees with
the simulations of Dobbs et al. (2011b), where only the weakest
feedback allowed very large clouds to form. Even prior to this
peak, the more massive and more numerous clouds in the weak-
feedback run generate a higher star formation rate than in the strong-
feedback model. This star formation consumes gas rapidly (Fig. 3,
right), eventually quenching molecular both cloud formation and
star formation (Fig. 2, right) in the weak-feedback model, and so
at later times (t ≈ 1.2 Gyr), the mass fraction of gas in clouds is
similar in both the feedback simulations (Fig. 3, left).

The vertical velocity dispersion, σ z is plotted in Fig. 5. Overall the
velocity dispersions are low, as a result of our overall weak feedback.
The evolution in all runs is almost identical until the initial peak in
star and cloud formation. At this point, the thermal feedback causes
the feedback runs to increase their velocity dispersion until reaching
an equilibrium of σ z ≈ 0.9 km s−1 at t ≈ 500 Myr. However, the
no-feedback run has a smaller velocity dispersion (σ z ≈ 0.5 km s−1)
that gradually increases over the course of the simulation. This is
likely because scattering events between clouds are the only way

to build a vertical velocity dispersion without feedback, and as
these clouds are long lasted, this velocity dispersion accumulates
slowly.

4.2 Viscous time-scales

The viscous time-scales in models with feedback are longer than
in models without feedback, and the strong-feedback model has a
longer viscous time-scale than the weak-feedback model (Table 2).
There is a weak trend where the viscous time-scale increases with
the peak number of clouds formed in the simulation, but this is
likely a side effect of a stronger trend, namely that the viscous time-
scale depends on the number of recorded interactions (mergers and
separations) in the simulation (Fig. 6). A power-law fitting gives
a power index of 1.0 ± 0.2, consistent with a linear relationship.
Defining tc = 1/Rc as the collisional time-scale (where Rc is the
rate of merger & separation events, which is proportional to the
total number of these interactions in a fixed time interval) and η

as the mean fraction of a cloud’s kinetic energy lost in a collision,
the viscous time-scale is equal to tν = tc/η. Our results thus im-
ply η ∝ t2

c . We can interpret this result based on WT12 and earlier
work (Goldreich & Tremaine 1978; Bell 2002). If collisions are
common, then η ∝ v2

s ∝ 1/t2
c , where vs is the velocity dispersion.

But if collisions are rare, then η ∝ �R2 ∝ t2
c , where �R is the

radial excursion of a cloud in its orbit. Our result shows that the
rare collision case is more applicable to a population of molecular
clouds in a Milky Way-type galaxy. However, this correlation is
only clear when contrasting between the viscous time-scale calcu-
lated from the cumulative effect of all interactions (mergers and
separations) detected in the first 1 Gyr of a simulation. If we in-
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Figure 4. Instantaneous star formation density at t = 700 Myr. Top: strong
feedback. Bottom: weak feedback.

Figure 5. Vertical velocity dispersion, σz, in runs with and without feed-
back. This is measured across all gas particles in the simulation.

Table 2. Summary of simulation results. The viscous time-
scales are the mean time-scales for the first 1 Gyr of simula-
tion. For each simulation, we also show the fraction of prograde
clouds fpro, and the fraction of strongly prograde clouds f<30◦
whose angular momentum axes are less than 30◦ from that of the
galaxy. These prograde fractions are taken at t = 500 Myr.

Name Nint tν (Gyr) fpro f<30◦

No feedback 3635 5.3 0.88 0.63
Weak feedback 6932 14.7 0.84 0.43
Strong feedback 7159 20.5 0.82 0.34

Figure 6. General trends in viscous time-scale across the Milky Way mod-
els presented here and in WT12. Least-squares power-law fittings are also
plotted. Left: viscous time-scale versus the peak number of clouds in the
simulation. Right: viscous time-scale versus the total number of recorded
interactions. These interactions are ‘separations’ or ‘mergers’ identified by
our cloud-tracking algorithm, and do not include longer range interactions.

Figure 7. Evolution of the viscous time-scale and interaction time-scale
for the three simulations presented in this paper. Each point represents the
effect of 700 interactions between clouds.

stead calculate the viscous and interaction time-scales from a fixed
number of interactions that are consecutive in time, we can find the
time evolution of the viscous and interaction time-scales. Using 700
interactions per point (Fig. 7), we find that the relationship between
tν and tc is not clear, and conclude that the details of the cloud pop-
ulation and their interactions are more significant on this shorter
time-scale.

4.3 Mass spectra

Mass spectra for all three simulations at t = 500 Myr are plotted in
Fig. 8. Feedback disrupts clouds, and so the clouds are less massive
on average as feedback increases in strength. When feedback is
included, the number of clouds in each bin decreases almost mono-
tonically with mass, probably because with stronger feedback it be-
comes increasingly unlikely that a cloud will survive long enough to
accrete enough material or undergo enough mergers to reach a large
mass. Without feedback, clouds are free to merge hierarchically, and
less gas is redistributed to the diffuse ISM, quenching the formation
of new small clouds, which may explain the paucity of low-mass
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Figure 8. Left: histograms of cloud masses at t = 500 Myr. Feedback disrupts the most massive clouds, while encouraging the formation of small clouds.
Right: cloud cumulative mass spectra at t = 500 Myr, with power-law fittings to N(m > M) ∝ mα+1.

Figure 9. Evolution of cloud masses from t = 100 to 500 Myr. Left: no feedback. Centre: weak feedback. Right: strong feedback. The most massive clouds
do not form immediately, and only when feedback is not present or weak. Feedback only starts to take effect after 100 Myr, producing a larger number of small
clouds.

clouds in the simulation without feedback. The evolution of cloud
masses is shown in Fig. 9. All three simulations have similar mass
spectra at t = 100 Myr. At later times in the no-feedback simu-
lation, low-mass clouds are depleted as clouds merge, producing
a population of high-mass clouds, similar to the high-mass tail of
the no-feedback simulations of Tasker & Tan (2009). In the strong-
feedback run, a larger number of low-mass clouds are produced at
later times as feedback causes clouds to be formed from a hotter,
more turbulent ISM. The high-mass tail is lost, as when diffuse feed-
back was included in Tasker & Tan (2009). In the weak-feedback
run, both the high-mass and low-mass clouds are produced.

The cumulative mass spectra roughly follow power laws (i.e.
dN/dM ∝ mα or N(m > M) ∝ Mα+1). Least-squares fitting gives
α = −1.60 ± 0.02 without feedback, α = −1.75 ± 0.01 with
weak feedback, and α = −2.166 ± 0.009 with strong feedback.
The simulation with weak feedback fits the values of −1.5 to −1.6
from observations (Sanders, Scoville & Solomon 1985; Solomon
et al. 1987; Solomon & Rivolo 1989; Williams & McKee 1997;
Roman-Duval et al. 2010).

4.4 Cloud fragmentation histories

In Figs 10 and 11, we plot the evolution of fr and neff for t′ = 300
and 500 Myr. Note that at t = t′, it is necessary for fr = neff = 1.

In the no-feedback model, fr gradually increases to this point,
and then maintains fr ∼ 0.9 for t > t′, showing explicitly that cold
gas is not being recycled back into the ISM. It also indicates that
these clouds did not form recently from the diffuse ISM, but instead

either formed from conglomerations of smaller clouds, or as isolated
clouds that continually accrete from the diffuse ISM.

The plots of neff indicate that in the no-feedback run, material
from clouds at t = t′ were in either ∼3 or ∼5 clouds at t = 100 Myr,
suggesting that some conglomeration occurs. For t > t′, we find that
neff ∼ 1. Hence, the overall picture in the model without feedback is
that clouds form primarily through a small number of hierarchical
mergers and remain intact: shear forces and violent interactions
between clouds are insufficient to disrupt the clouds.

In the simulations with feedback, we see different behaviour.
There is a sharp peak in fr at t = t′, showing that clouds largely form
from the diffuse ISM, and are rapidly dispersed back into diffuse
gas. Only a small fraction (fr ∼ 0.1) of the gas remains in clouds
before or after t = t′. This small quantity of gas is spread amongst a
larger number of clouds (a larger neff) than in the simulations with
feedback. This suggests, perhaps expectedly, that gas recycling is
more efficient in simulations with feedback.

The recycling time-scales are plotted in Fig. 12. In all runs, the
recycling time-scale rapidly drops as clouds initially form at t ≈
100 Myr. In the feedback runs, these reach a minimum of tcyc ≈
300 Myr, and then slowly increase as gas is depleted, but still re-
maining below 1 Gyr. However, in the no-feedback run, tcyc only
just drops below 1 Gyr before increasing to near 10 Gyr: unsurpris-
ingly, recycling is not efficient in the absence of feedback. Hence,
the overall picture in the models with feedback is that clouds form
directly from the diffuse and largely recycled ISM, and that clouds
are efficiently dispersed back into the diffuse ISM and mixed with
the gas from other clouds.
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Figure 10. fr, the fraction of particles from clouds at t = t′ that remain in
any cloud. Top: t′ = 300 Myr. Bottom: t′ = 500 Myr. With feedback, gas is
only briefly retained in clouds. Without feedback, gas slowly accumulates
in a cloud and remains within that cloud.

4.5 Cloud angular momentum

4.5.1 General results

Table 2 shows the prograde rotation fractions at t = 500 Myr for
our three simulations. Our prograde fractions of 82−88 per cent are
significantly larger than in the models of Dobbs et al. (2011b) and
Tasker & Tan (2009), but similar to those of the models of Tasker
(2011). This is likely a result of our weak feedback, as well as our
resolution limitations and our softening length causing clouds to
be more greatly influenced by large-scale galactic shear forces: our
softening length of 60 pc is larger than the minimum cell size of
7.8 pc in the adaptive mesh refinement simulations of Tasker &
Tan (2009) and our gas mass resolution of 13 000 M� is coarser
than 2500 M� in the SPH simulations of Dobbs et al. (2011b).
Preliminary results from higher resolution simulations show a drop
in the prograde fraction at t = 280 Myr from 85 per cent in the
moderate-resolution (4 × 105 gas particles) ‘strong-feedback’ run
presented here, to 70 per cent in a run with 106 gas particles and
the same t∗. Our initial population of clouds is also produced from
smooth disc initial conditions that have not yet been perturbed by
feedback, and this may also contribute to the mass of the oldest
clouds.

As only a small number of clouds are strictly retrograde, we
also show the fraction of ‘strongly prograde’ clouds with angular

Figure 11. neff, the average of the effective number of clouds the particles
from clouds at t = t′ have fragmented into over time. Top: t′ = 300 Myr.
Bottom: t′ = 500 Myr. Feedback increases neff, suggesting a more violent,
fragmentary cloud population.

Figure 12. Gas recycling times for all simulations, derived from
equation (4).

momentum axes within 30◦ of the galaxy’s angular momentum axis.
Here, we can see a clear dependence on feedback, with stronger
feedback having a smaller strongly prograde fraction. This agrees
with the results of Dobbs et al. (2011b) who found that greater star
formation leads to a smaller prograde fraction, but disagrees with
the results of Tasker (2011) who found that the addition of diffuse
photoelectric heating increased the prograde fraction from 60 to
88 per cent.
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Figure 13. Tracks of mass M, specific angular momentum j = L/M, and
spin axis φ (where φ = 90◦ represents purely prograde spin) of a selection
of clouds. Top: cloud A, a typically massive and long-lived cloud in the no-
feedback run. Centre: cloud B, a typically small and short-lived cloud in the
strong-feedback run. Bottom: cloud C, an unusually massive and long-lived
cloud in the strong-feedback cloud.

4.5.2 Typical cloud lives

To illustrate the typical lives of clouds in our simulations, we iden-
tified individual clouds at t = 500 Myr and tracked their primary
progenitors, defined as the cloud in the previous output dump that
contained the greatest number of gas particles from this cloud. The
mass, specific angular momentum, and spin axis is plotted for the
entire history of three selected clouds in Fig. 13. In the no-feedback
run, clouds are typically massive and long lived. Cloud A (top) is an
example of such a cloud. This cloud forms early in the simulation
(t ≈ 100 Myr) as a low-mass strongly prograde cloud. The cloud’s
mass proceeds to gradually increase as mass is accreted. The cloud
then undergoes a major merger at t ≈ 230 Myr, boosting its specific
angular momentum. Another major merger occurs at t ≈ 310 Myr.
This merger flips the spin of the cloud to retrograde motion. After
this major merger, the specific angular momentum is now low, and
hence it is easy for events such as the loss and reintegration of ma-

terial at the edge of the cloud, scattering events, and minor mergers,
to dramatically change the cloud’s spin axis, resulting in a spin axis
that frequently switches between prograde and retrograde.

In the feedback runs, clouds are typically small and short
lived. Cloud B (Fig. 13, centre) is a typical example of a small
short-lived cloud in the strong-feedback run. Here, the cloud is
formed prograde from an evolved disc (t = 487 Myr), gradually
builds up mass and angular momentum, before dissipating itself
after 20 Myr. This cloud does not undergo any major interactions.
Clouds similar to cloud B represent the majority of clouds in the
feedback runs, and these clouds match the observed short lifetimes
of molecular clouds.

Cloud C (Fig. 13, bottom) is an unusually massive and long-lived
cloud in the strong-feedback run. This cloud forms progade and
small, but gradually begins to accumulate mass. At t ≈ 350 Myr,
the cloud loses a portion of mass, flipping its spin axis, until the
gas is reintegrated. The cloud continues to merge and accumulate
mass, but as the cloud is less bound, the energy input from a merger
(both the kinetic energy of the collision and the thermal energy of
the resulting star formation) disperses some fraction of the newly
acquired gas. Each collision in cloud C therefore appears as a peak in
the cloud mass, instead of a step as in cloud A. The cloud continues
to collect mass and angular momentum, resulting in a strongly
prograde cloud.

4.5.3 Origin of cloud spins

To explain the origin of angular momentum distribution of clouds,
we binned the clouds according to angular momentum (prograde or
retrograde), and identified these same clouds in the previous data
dump (20 time-steps, or ≈1 Myr earlier) to count how many clouds
had changed angular momentum bins, how many clouds did not
exist at the previous dump (i.e. they are new clouds formed from
the diffuse ISM), and how many clouds stayed within the same
bin. We applied this analysis to data dumps every ≈40 Myr apart
(1000 time-steps) for the first 440 Myr. As the number of clouds in
some of these categories is low at each time-step, we summed these
results to improve the robustness of the statistics. These results are
summarized in Table 3.

We found that in the feedback runs, over 100 of the newly formed
clouds were prograde (diff→pro), while around 30 of the newly
formed clouds were retrograde (diff→ret) – i.e. with feedback,
about 20 per cent of newly formed clouds are retrograde. By con-
trast, without feedback, all new clouds were prograde (i.e. there
are zero clouds in the diff→ret category). This suggests that with-
out feedback, retrograde motions must arise from encounters be-
tween clouds, but that with feedback, the clouds can form retro-
grade directly from the diffuse ISM. With feedback, slightly more
clouds changed from retrograde to prograde than vice versa, even
though there are a lot more prograde clouds. Furthermore, a total of
only 13–15 per cent of the clouds in the feedback runs were retro-
grade (regardless of source, i.e. Nretrograde/(Nretrograde + Nprograde) =
0.13−0.15), less than that of newly formed clouds. Overall, with-
out feedback the retrograde population is only produced as clouds
evolve and interact with each other and the ISM, but with feedback
the clouds are formed both prograde and retrograde, and as clouds
evolve and interact, a retrograde cloud has a greater chance of be-
coming prograde between dumps (22–26 per cent) than vice versa
(3.6–4.3 per cent).

We also performed an analysis on clouds at a single time,
t = 300 Myr. We have placed these clouds in two bins according to
angular momentum (prograde or not) to determine what differences
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Table 3. The angular momentum evolution of a sample of clouds between two adjacent data outputs. The
columns are from left to right: the name of the simulation run, the total number of prograde clouds in the
sample at the latter data output, the number of these prograde clouds that were prograde in the earlier output,
the number of these prograde clouds that were retrograde in the previous output, the number of these prograde
clouds that did not exist (i.e. that were part of the diffuse ISM) in the previous output, the total number of
retrograde clouds in the sample at the latter data output, the number of these retrograde clouds that remained
retrograde in the earlier output, the number of these retrograde clouds that were prograde in the previous
output, and the number of these retrograde clouds that did not exist in the previous output.

Name Npro pro→pro ret→pro diff→pro Nret ret→ret pro→ret diff→ret

No feedback 1830 1785 7 38 163 145 18 0
Weak feedback 1771 1596 47 128 302 212 57 33
Strong feedback 1779 1624 47 108 275 181 69 25

Figure 14. Box and whisker plots, indicating the maximum, minimum, median, and upper and lower quartiles of the distributions of various cloud quantities
as a function of feedback strength and cloud angular momentum, at t = 300 Myr. The total size of each population is given in the caption of Fig. 15. Top left:
θ , the angle between the cloud’s angular momentum axis and that of the galaxy. Top right: L/M the magnitude of the cloud’s specific angular momentum.
Bottom left: M, the mass of the cloud. Bottom right: the age of the cloud in kyr.

there are in the populations. These data are plotted in Fig. 14. While
there is considerable spread in the data, some trends are clear. In the
no-feedback model, the retrograde clouds are strongly retrograde
and the prograde clouds are strongly prograde, while in the simula-
tions with feedback, the distribution of angular momenta is broader.
This again suggests that in the absence of feedback, clouds change
their angular momentum more dramatically, i.e. with strong scatter-
ing events. In all simulations, the most massive clouds are prograde,
which is not surprising as the most massive clouds will sample a
significant portion of the galaxy’s rotation curve, and should be
strongly prograde. With the inclusion of feedback, the majority of

retrograde and prograde clouds have a similar mass. This contrasts
to the no-feedback run where the retrograde clouds are more mas-
sive. This is likely because retrograde clouds in the no-feedback
run are only formed by collisions and mergers. Clouds in the no-
feedback run are much older than in the feedback runs, as they
are not disrupted. Without feedback, retrograde clouds are at least
20 Myr old, implying they must live long enough to experience a
collision that flips the angular momentum axis. With feedback, pro-
grade and retrograde clouds have similar ages, although there exists
a small number of extremely old, massive, and strongly prograde
clouds.
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Figure 15. Histograms for the number of mergers experienced by the pro-
grade and retrograde populations at t = 300 Myr. Top: no feedback. Centre:
weak feedback. Bottom: strong feedback. At this time, the no-feedback run
has 203 prograde clouds and 19 retrograde clouds, the strong-feedback run
has 173 prograde clouds and 35 retrograde clouds, and the weak-feedback
run has 211 prograde clouds and 38 retrograde clouds.

We also counted the number of mergers each cloud at t = 300 Myr
had previously experienced (Fig. 15). In the no-feedback run, a sig-
nificant fraction of both prograde and retrograde clouds underwent
a large number of mergers. Without feedback, clouds are long lived
and hence clouds may undergo many collisions. Almost half of the
prograde clouds have undergone no mergers at all, while approxi-
mately 80 per cent of retrograde clouds have undergone at least one
collision, further suggesting that retrograde spin traces its origin
to collisions between clouds in the no-feedback model. With the
inclusion of feedback, the retrograde and prograde populations are
similar to each other. However, a slightly larger fraction of pro-
grade clouds have undergone a collision, suggesting that collisions
between clouds may be slightly biased in favour of producing more
prograde clouds. This may be because as clouds merge, their com-
bined angular momentum contains a greater fraction of the disc’s
mass, and thus is slightly more likely to be representative of the
large-scale rotation curve of the disc, and slightly less affected by
random small-scale velocity deviations.

Our proposed picture is as follows: when clouds form, they are
small in size and hence their angular momentum is drawn from the
small-scale velocity field of the ISM. In the presence of feedback,
the velocity field of the ISM has a significant component of random
motions on these scales, and so the angular momentum vector of
an individual cloud is somewhat random, even though the average
angular momentum of a large number of clouds must necessarily be
prograde. As a cloud merges with more clouds or accretes additional
matter, this randomness is averaged away and the larger scale shear
starts to dominate, resulting in more prograde clouds. However,
in simulations without feedback, clouds are initially prograde, and
can only become retrograde through collisions. Hence, while violent
collisions can also flip clouds, they are likely not the main cause
of retrograde rotation in a realistic turbulent ISM: indeed mergers
between clouds act to reduce retrograde rotation.

Scattering events and violent mergers of clouds are not likely the
main cause of retrograde rotation in simulations with feedback, as
then we would expect clouds to become increasingly retrograde over

time – i.e. we would expect prograde clouds to be younger or less
massive as in the no-feedback runs. Scattering and violent mergers
could indirectly contribute to retrograde rotation by stirring up the
diffuse ISM from which clouds form, but localized stellar feedback
is the primary source of turbulence. However, smooth global feed-
back (as in Tasker 2011) will reduce the Reynolds number of the
diffuse gas by heating it, and hence the clouds that form from this
less-turbulent ISM are more strongly prograde.

5 C O N C L U S I O N S

We have performed simulations to determine the effects of stellar
feedback on the formation and evolution of GMCs. We produced
algorithms to identify clouds and analyse their properties. We make
the following conclusions.

(i) We find that the viscous time-scale due to cloud–cloud colli-
sions decreases with the addition of feedback. The clouds are less
massive and collisions between them are more frequent when feed-
back is included, because cloud collisions are less violent and less
efficient at losing energy.

(ii) We also find that the feedback algorithm considered here sig-
nificantly reduces the number of clouds with strongly prograde ro-
tation. After careful analysis, we conclude that small young clouds
are more strongly influenced by the turbulence of the ISM and
are more likely to form retrograde while large old clouds tend to
approach the average angular momentum of the galaxy and thus
are more likely to be prograde. Stellar feedback contributes to tur-
bulence and disrupts clouds (reducing the population of old large
clouds), producing fewer strongly prograde clouds.

(iii) Finally, we find that interactions between clouds produce
very different results depending on the presence of feedback. With-
out feedback, interactions primarily act to increase the retrograde
fraction through scattering events between clouds. However, when
localized feedback is included, interactions have little effect, and
perhaps act to increase the prograde fraction as clouds form from
a high-velocity-dispersion medium, and only later merge and grow
in mass and angular momentum. Diffuse heating does not have the
same effect as localized feedback, as it acts to smooth out the density
distribution and rotation curve, producing more strongly prograde
clouds.
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